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ABSTRACT
Title: An analysis of the English language needs of veterinary 
medicine students at Selçuk University 
Author: Gencer Elkilic
Thesis Chairperson: Ms. Patricia J. Brenner Bilkent
University, MA TEFL Program
Thesis Committee Hemhers: Br. Phyllis L. Lim, Br. Arlene
Clachar, Bilkent University, MA 
TEFL Program
This study attempted to determine the English language needs of 
the students of veterinary medicine at Selçuk University. English 
language courses in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine are taught by 
using the grammar-translation method without taking the language 
needs of the students into consideration. Although, students need 
English in order to read journals, magazines, and research papers 
published in English, they are not taught to develop skills required 
to do so. This is due to the fact that the English language 
teachers offer English courses to students who are specializing in 
physics, geography, engineering biology and so forth. Thus, 
teachers are not very well aware of the special needs of students in 
each specialized area.
In order to carry out this study, 67 students, 15 subject 
professors, and 5 English language teachers were given 
questionnaires which were designed to elicit information on 
students' language needs. Students' version of the questionrkire 
consisted of 22 items, subject professors' version 16, and language 
teachers' 17. All groups were requested to rank the four language 
skills according to importance. Reading was unanimously selected as 
the most important skill. There were of mixed opinions concerning 
the importance of the other three skills. Listening, however, was 
considered to be the second most important. The students, subject
professors, and language teachers also stated that reading was 
important in order to be able to understand scholarly journals, 
magazines, and, reports as well as to be able to translate materials 
from English into Turkish. Based on these results, the researcher 
made recommendations for improving the present English language 
curriculum at Selçuk University.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study
The end of World War II marked an age of enormous expansion 
in scientific, technical, and economic activity on an 
international scale. This expansion created a world that was 
unified and dominated by two forces— technology and commerce—  
which rapidly created a demand for an international language 
(Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). English became the language of 
technology and commerce during this period. According to 
Hutchinson and Waters, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
English for science and technology gained popularity leading to 
the development of English for specific purposes (ESP).
ESP's greatest contribution to language teaching has been its 
insistence upon careful ¿md extensive needs and task analyses for 
curriculum design (Bhatia, 1986). Johns (1991) states that before 
the inception of ESP, and even today, there has been a tendency 
for teachers and curriculxun designers to intuit the needs of 
students, rather than to attempt to discover them. Schütz and 
Derwing (1980) indicate that at least a preliminary analysis of 
lecurner needs and expectations should be a prerequisite to program 
development in any language teaching situation, whether for 
general or specific purposes.
Munby (cited in McDonough, 1984) defines ESP courses as 
those in which the syllabi and materials are determined by the 
prior analysis of the English language needs of the learner. ESP 
learners want to learn English for particular rather than general 
purposes, for such purposes as reading technical books, writing 
commercial letters, and attending business conferences. In order
to determine the needs of the students in ESP courses, a needs a 
nalysis is necessary.
A needs analysis in ESP is the process of identifying the 
students' reasons for studying English (Akglll, 1991). According to 
Bloor and Bloor (cited in AkgUl, 1991), in this process, two 
dimensions are identified: the particular skills that the learner 
will need to have in the target language and the resources that will 
give the learner the practice in understanding and using language 
structtires to perform these particular skills. In line with Bloor 
and Bloor, Richards (1984) claims that the purpose of a needs 
analysis is to provide the means by which to obtain a wider range of 
input into the content, design and implementation of a Icuiguage 
program by incorporating people such as learners, teachers, 
administrators and employers in the planning process. He also 
states that a needs analysis helps to identify general or specific 
language needs which can be addressed in developing goals, 
objectives, and content for an existing program. It is frequently 
used to provide data which can serve as the basis for reviewing and 
evaluating an ESP program.
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) state that a needs analysis is 
concerned with two types of needs: (a) target needs (i.e., what the 
learner needs to do in the target situation) and (b) learning needs 
(i.e., what the learner needs to learn). That is, target needs are 
the needs that students have in their specialized discipline, and 
learning needs refer to what the learner needs to do in order to 
acquire the skills for the target situation. So target needs cannot 
be met without learning needs. One study which showed the 
importance of a needs analysis in determining the target needs and
learning was that carried out by Mackay (1978) at the National 
Autonomous University of Mexico with the students of veterinary 
medicine. Questionnaires were distributed to the students and 
interviews were carried out with subject professors. After 
examining the results, Mackay found that the students of veterinary 
medicine at the National Autonomous University of Mexico needed 
English in order to be able to read texts in their field of study. 
According to his findings, speaking and writing skills were not 
highly essential.
Therefore, it is obvious that if ESP coiurses do not identify 
students' needs through a needs analysis, then the target needs that 
students must meet and the learning needs that will help them to 
meet the target needs cannot be accomplished.
Statement of the Problem
Foreign leuiguage courses have been a part of the curriculum 
since the establishment of universities in Turkey. There is no 
department which does not require a foreign language course. These 
language courses are divided into two general areas: general 
language and language for specialized disciplines. Selçuk 
University is one of the universities which attempts to provide the 
learners with English necessary for their specialized professions.
In the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Selçuk University, English 
for Veterinary Medicine is taught with the aim of providing students 
with the skills needed to read articles, journals, and other 
materials published in English. During the first year, students in 
this faculty are given four hours of English language instruction 
per week which focuses on grammar and translation. In the second.
third, and fourth years, these courses are given for two hours a 
week, but the focus is still on grammar and translation.
The English language teachers who teach in the Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine are generally not aware that students have 
specific language needs since these teachers also teach English to 
other students specialising in such areas as physics, mathematics, 
chemistry, and business, and so forth. Generally, they do not have 
the knowledge of the lexical and topical registers required in 
specialized disciplines such as veterinary medicine. Grammar- 
translation is the most frequently used method to provide students 
with reading and writing skills and students are also expected to 
expand their English vocabulary by simply translating English texts 
into Turkish.
When informal interviews were conducted with the undergraduate 
and graduate students of veterinary medicine, the students 
complained that they had a great deal of difficulty in reading the 
texts and scholarly journals published in English. Based on these 
complaints, the researcher speculated that the courses in the 
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine have been designed without taking the 
students' needs into consideration and little or no attention has 
been paid to the skills that students require in order to complete 
their assignments satisfactorily.
Statement of Purpose
If the objectives and goals of a language course are not 
clearly defined and the curriculum is not designed to meet these 
objectives and goals, then learners are not likely to reach the 
required standards. The purpose of the study is, therefore, to 
determine the English language needs of the students in the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine at Selçuk University by means of a needs 
analysis in order to specify objectives and goals for ESP courses, 
and to make recommendations for the existing curriculum.
CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction
The first chapter discussed the factors that led to the 
development of ESP courses, the relationship of ESP courses to 
needs analysis and role of a needs analysis in developing an ESP 
course for the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Selçuk 
University. This chapter has two main purposes: to provide an 
overview of the concept of ESP, and to discuss the concept of 
needs analysis in ESP courses.
Overview of the Concept of ESP
As mentioned in the previous chapter, ESP courses are those 
in which the syllabus and materials are essentially determined by 
the analysis of the communication needs of the learner rather 
than by non-learner-centred criteria such as the teacher's or 
institution's predetermined preference for general English (Munby, 
1978). According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987), ESP is not 
different in kind from any other form of language teaching in that 
it is based on principles of effective teaching and efficient 
learning. They believe that the foundation of all ESP is the 
simple question: Why does this learner need to learn a foreign 
language? In order to understand the concept of ESP, it is 
necessary to examine its development and aims.
Development of ESP Courses
Development of ESP has been studied by Hutchinson and Waters 
(1987) in five stages: (a) the concept of specialized language,
(b) rhetorical or discourse analysis, (c) target situation 
analysis, (d) skills and strategies, and (e) learning-centered 
approach.
The first stage, the concept of specialized language, started 
in the late 60s and early 70s. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) state 
that the basic principle underlying the need for a specialized 
English language is that English for electrical engineering, for 
example, demands specific linguistic forms which are different from 
those of biology or of general English. According to the authors, 
the main objective at this stage is to identify the grammatical and 
lexical features of English for a specific discipline.
At the second stage known as rhetorical or discourse 
analysis, the concern of ESP research is to identify the discourse 
patterns in texts and to specify the linguistic means by which these 
patterns are signalled (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). According to 
the authors, these patterns would then form the syllabus of the ESP 
course.
The third stage, the target situation analysis, focuses on the 
establishment of procedures for relating language analysis more 
closely to the learners' need for English in the target situation, 
or work situation. Hutchinson and Waters (1987) point out that if 
the purpose of an ESP course is to enable learners to function 
adequately in a target situation, that is, the work situation in 
which the learners will use the language they are learning, then the 
ESP course design process should identify the target situation, and 
then carry out an analysis of the specialized language forms needed 
in that situation. The specialized language forms will form the 
syllabus of the ESP course.
The fourth stage, the skills and strategies stage, is 
concerned with the leuiguage skills that will enable the learner to 
cope with the demands required by the target situation. For
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example, in the area of engineering, students may need to acquire 
reading skills along with the associated cognitive strategies such 
as inferencing, locating details, and decoding detailed factual 
information (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987).
The authors call the fifth stage, the learning-centered 
approach stage, the most important of all stages. According to 
these researchers, this approach takes into account the needs, 
abilities and interests of each learner in order to determine the 
content of the ESP course curriculum.
Because the learning-centered approach stage is the most 
important stage, it deserves some explanation. The learning- 
centered approach focuses on four sections (see Figure 1), each 
section representing decisions that have to be made before the 
teacher or curriculum planner can take a series of actions. In 
figure 1, section 1, the first step is to make the pedagogical 
commitment to provide students with the specialized language that 
they need in an ESP course. After making the commitment, teachers 
or curriculum planners must make decisions on how to design ESP 
courses to give students the specialized language they need. These 
decisions lead to section 2— What does course design involve? In 
designing ESP courses, the teacher or curriculum planner must focus 
on the ways of describing language use for the specialized target 
situation. For example, in the hotel industry, managers will have 
to use language for making overseas business contacts in preparation 
for conferences, making purchases or inviting business people to 
meetings. These situations require specific descriptions of 
language use.
Fiorure 1 Learning-centered ESP course
SECTION 1: 
WHAT IS ESP?
SECTION 2: 
COURSE DESIGN
SECTION 3: 
APPLICATION
ESP is 
based on designing 
courses to meet 
learners' needs
What does 
course design 
involve?
3T
3
Ways of Models of Needs
describing learning Analysis
language
Approaches to 
course design
I
How do you use 
a comrse design?
Syllabus
design
Materials
evaluation
Materials
design
Methodology
T
-► Evaluation
SECTION 4: 
THE TEACHER
What is the role 
of the ESP teacher?
Orientation Resources
Note. (From Hutchinson & Waters, 1987, p. 21)
Another consideration in ESP course design (Figure 1) is the 
models of learning which refer to the pedagogical strategies that
will be employed to get students to learn the linguistic forms. For 
example, one way of getting students to learn linguistic forms may 
be through reading models which will help them to look for 
supporting ideas, discover the thread in a piece of discourse, and 
locate details. In addition to ways of describing lancruage use and 
models of learning, as aspects of the course design, a needs 
analysis is also important in designing ESP courses. A needs 
analysis (which will be discussed in detail later) allows the 
teacher or curriculum planner to identify the type of language 
skills and levels of language proficiency that the course should aim 
to deliver. Therefore, a needs analysis acknowledges the goals of 
the learner in order to make decisions about the content of the 
course. The description for language use, models of learning, and 
needs analysis dictate the course design.
Section 3 of figure 1 requires the teacher or curriculxim 
planner to make decisions about the course design which involves 
syllabus design, the materials that match these syllabus designs, 
and the methodology that will be used. This section also includes 
evaluation of the materials and the methods used, that is, the 
extent to which the materials and methods allow students to achieve 
their objectives. Of course, in the center of syllabus design, 
materials, and methodology is the role of the ESP teacher. Section 
4 in the learning-centered approach (Figxire 1) focuses on the role 
of the ESP teacher. The teacher can provide both orientation and 
resources. In the case of orientation, the teacher becomes a 
monitor of student learning, a motivator, a counsellor and guide in 
the ESP classroom. If the teachers provide resources, they are 
materials developers, needs analysts, or evaluators.
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Thus, as can be seen from the above discussion, the 
development of ESP courses is c[uite complex. The concept of 
development not only consists of the five above-mentioned stages, 
but each stage, particularly the fifth stage, the learning-centered 
approach, involves several pedagogical decisions.
Aims of ESP Courses
As stated earlier, the concept of ESP not only entails the 
development of ESP courses but also the aims of such courses. Aims 
refer to the objectives of the ESP courses, which are mainly to help 
learners develop needed lancfuage skills in their specialized field. 
Therefore, instead of struggling to gain proficiency in all four 
lancfuage skills, the aims of an ESP course is to give students the 
opportunity to develop proficiency only in the specific skills that 
their field rec[uires (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). In order to focus 
on the aims of the ESP course and, thus, help students develop the 
lancfuage skills in their specialized field, ESP has been broken 
down into two subcategories, each representing the specialized role 
that English plays in occupational and academic settings. For 
example, English for occupational purposes (EOP) reflects the 
students' needs to master certain lancfuage skills for particular 
jobs. English for academic purposes (EAP) reflects the need for 
specialized English in order to complete a specific academic career 
(Vivian, 1982). Figure 2 shows the two subcategories along with 
examples of occupational and academic fields in which specialized 
English is needed.
The aims of both EOP and EAP (as subcategories of ESP) are 
influenced by who the learners are and what their goals, 
expectations, and learning style preferences are. In other words.
11
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the aims of ESP courses are related to students' needs. In order 
to determine these needs, a needs analysis is crucial.
Ficrure 2 Subcategories of ESP
-EOP-
English for
Occupational
Purposes
ESP
L EAP-
English for Academic 
Purposes
-VESL: Vocational ESL 
(E.g.»English for auto 
mechanics)
-Professional English 
(E.g.»English for 
Business & Economics)
-EST
English for science 
& 'Technology 
-EAP
English for Academic 
Purposes (other than EST)
Note. From Johns (1991» p. 71)
Concept of Needs Analysis in ESP Courses 
A needs analysis refers to the procedure for identifying 
general and specific language needs of students so that appropriate 
goals» objectives» and content in courses can be developed 
(Hutchinson & Waters» 1987). According to these researchers» a 
needs analysis can concentrate on the general aspects of a language 
program by focusing on such issues as who the learners are» their 
current langiiage proficiency level» teachers' and learners' 
objectives and expectations» the teacher's teaching skills» 
experience» proficiency in the target language» instructional 
materials» and budgetary restrictions. On the other hand» needs 
analysis may focus on a specific language need, such as the special
kind of reading comprehension txaining that foreign students need in 
order to study engineering, biology, or veterinary medicine 
(Richards, 1990). Such an analysis concentrates on what the 
learners' current levels of proficiency are and on what learners 
will have to use the language for in their careers. The main goal 
of this kind of specific needs analysis is to find the language 
skills and the language proficiency that learners will need after 
graduating and, therefore, to seek the ways and means to adequately 
equip learners with these needed skills (Richards). It is this kind 
of needs analysis that concerns ESP courses.
If an ESP course is not based on a needs analysis to determine 
the needs of the learners, it is likely that the ESP course will not 
meet students' needs. Thus, Richards and Rodgers (1986) advise that 
before starting an ESP course the first thing to do is to conduct a 
needs analysis. Information obtained from a needs analysis can, 
then, be used in ESP courses to diagnose students' needs, formulate 
objectives, select content, organize content, select learning 
activities, and to determine what is to be evaluated and how it 
should be evaluated. The role of a needs analysis in ESP courses 
now seems obvious.
Because ESP courses are primarily designed to give students 
the language skills which will allow them to function in the target 
situation or work domain, it seems that a logical step in a needs 
analysis would be to find out what the target situation or the work 
domain requires. Once the language requirements of the target 
situation are known, then it is possible to give students the 
language skills that will be required of them in the target 
situation. Therefore, Hutchinson and Waters (1987) state that a
13
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needs analysis must make a distinction between tarcret needs— what 
the learner needs to do in the target situation— and lecurnincr needs- 
-what the learner needs to do in order to acquire the skills for the 
target situation.
Target needs, according to Hutchinson and Waters (1987), 
include such concepts as necessities. lacks, and wants. The term 
necessities refers to what the learner has to know in order to 
operate efficiently in the target situation (Hutchinson & Waters). 
For example, managers at a pharmaceutical company need to 
understand business letters, to express themselves effectively at 
sales conferences, to gather information from overseas companies in 
order to organize pharmaceutical conferences and to get necessary 
information from chemical companies, and so forth. Such individuals 
will also need to know the linguistic forms— discoursal, structural, 
lexical— which are frequently used in such a setting.
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) state that the identification of 
necessities alone is not sufficient because, as stated earlier, a 
needs analysis for ESP courses must take the needs of students into 
account. One way of identifying the needs of students is to find 
out what they lack. Thus, the term lacks refers to what the 
learners still need to know based on an assessment of what they 
already know. For example, a target situation such as engineering 
or veterinary medicine may require students to read texts in these 
specialized areas. The extent to which students will need 
instruction in order to read the texts in these specialized areas 
will depend on how well they are already able to read these texts.
In other words, reading proficiency required in engineering and 
veterinary medicine needs to be matched against students' current
15
reading proficiency. This gap between the required skills and the 
skills students already have is determined by the teacher, the ESP 
curriculum planner, or the institution administrator with the 
learners themselves playing no part in the process. However, 
learners also have certain perceptions as to what their needs are. 
Richterich (1984) points out:
... a need does not exist independent of a person. It is 
people who build their images of their needs on the basis of 
data relating to themselves and their environment (p. 29). 
Thus, learners' perceptions of what they need to know are 
called wants (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). Learners' wants are 
considered to be very crucial in needs analysis: learners may know 
the necessities of the target situation, they may also be aware of 
their lacks, but it is possible that their wants— their awareness of 
their own needs—  may conflict with the views of teachers, ESP 
curriculum planners, and institution administrators. Therefore, 
students' wants represent a very important component of needs 
analysis.
Up to this point only the target situation needs have been 
considered, that is, the language proficiency that learners must 
have in order to function effectively in the target situation. In 
other words, to use Hutchinson and Waters' (1987) terms: what has 
been discussed so far is the starting point (lacks) and the final 
destination (necessities), even though there may be conflicts on 
the part of the learners as to what the final destination ought to 
be (wants). What has not been discussed is the road to get to the 
destination— the road to get from the starting point to the final
destination. In needs analysis this road represents another type of 
need— learning needs.
In order to understand the needs of the learners, it is 
important to focus on what they need to know in order to perform 
successfully in the target situation. This need may take the form 
of language skills, strategies, subject knowledge (Richards, 1990). 
According to Richards, the analysis of learning needs, as part of a 
needs analysis, requires close attention to six main factors: (a)
Why are the lecurners taking the course? Answers to this question 
may involve status, money, promotion, the desire to improve English; 
(b) How do learners learn? This question involves issues of the 
learners' learning background, their concept of teaching and 
learning, the instructional approaches and materials that are likely 
to appeal to them or bore them; (c) What resources are available?
This includes matters such as number of teachers, their teaching 
experience, their proficiency in the target language, and their 
attitude toward ESP courses; (d) Who are the learners? This 
question focuses on the learners' age, nationality, their current 
knowledge of English, the knowledge they need to have, the skills 
and strategies that they need to acquire, their interests, their 
socio-cultural background, their attitude toward English, and the 
cultures of the English-speaking world; (e) Where will the ESP 
course take place? This involves the matter of physical 
surroundings— whether they are pleasant, dull, noisy, hot, and so 
forth; (f) When will the ESP course take place? The question 
involves the issue of time of the day, number of times per week, 
whether instruction will take place at the same time while working 
in the target situation.
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Conclusion
So far, the most important characteristic of an ESP course, 
that is, a needs analysis, has been discussed. It seems obvious 
from the discussion that a needs analysis is a very complex process. 
One important fact that has arisen from the explanation of a needs 
analysis is that it has two essential components— target needs and 
learning needs. Target needs are associated with language use in the 
work domain, that is, the language skills that learners will have to 
acc[uire in order to function efficiently in the t5urget situation. 
However, language use is not enough. It is also important to know 
about students' language-learning needs in order to prepare them for 
the target situation, that is, how students "leêurn to do what they 
do with language" (Chambers, 1980, p. 29). This issue concerns 
learning needs.
This study attempts to identify both target needs and learning 
needs of students of veterinary medicine at Selçuk University. In 
order to do this the researcher will conduct a needs analysis. 
Target needs will be explored by administering a questionnaire to 
professors in the field of veterinary medicine (e.g., identification 
of necessities); English language teachers will be asked to 
complete questionnaires (identification of lacks); and students will 
also be asked to complete questionnaires (identification of wants). 
Based on the information elicited from these subjects, the 
researcher will make recommendations for learning needs. It is 
hoped that such recommendations will help language teachers in 
veterinary medicine at Selcuk University to identify the drawbacks 
in the current curriculum, and therefore, take the necessary steps 
to improve the curriculum.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
Intxoduction
This chapter is divided into four main sections. The first 
section gives the information on subjects; the second section 
describes instruments used in the study; the third describes the 
procedures followed while administering the questionnaires; and the 
fourth provides information on the analyses of the data.
Subjects
The sample consisted of: a) sixty seven veterinary medicine 
students who were randomly selected from five classes— first, 
second, third, fourth, and fifth year students— at Selçuk 
University; b) five teachers of English as a foreign language at 
Selçuk University who provided information on their perceived needs 
of the students; and c) fifteen veterinary medicine professors at 
Selçuk University who gave information on their perceptions of the 
target needs of the students.
Instruments
The structured questionnaires were adapted from the 
questionnaires prepared by Mackay (1978) and Akgtll (1991). There 
were three types of questionnaires: One sought information from the 
students, another from the English language teachers, and the other 
from the veterinary medicine professors. The questionnaires were 
translated and back-translated in order to ensiure that the meanings 
of the items in Turkish conveyed the same meanings as the items in 
the original English questionnaires.
The students' questionnaire consisted of two parts: Part A 
solicited demographic data from students such as year at the 
university. Part B consisted of 22 items (see Appendix A). In Item
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1 students were asked to rank the four language skills according to 
their importance in the field of veterinary medicine. Items 2 to 8 
elicited information on reading skills. These included the purpose 
for which reading skills in English were needed and the difficulties 
encountered in reading scientific texts in English. Items 9 to 12 
elicited information on the writing abilities of the students.
These included such questions as: For what purpose(s) do you need 
to write in English?; How frequently do you have to write in 
English?; Which of the following tasks— (a) making grammatically 
correct sentences, (b) selection of appropriate words, (c) 
organizing information in a paragraph, (d) other, please specify— is 
most difficult for you in writing English? Items 13-16 were 
designed to elicit information on the speaking skills of the 
students. These included students' perceptions of their speaking 
abilities in English and their perceptions of the importance of 
English-speaking ability in the field of veterinary medicine. Items 
17-20 focused on students' listening abilities. Students were asked 
to state how frequently they attend conferences in English-speaking 
countries and listen to lectures in English. They were also asked 
to rank the listening subskills according to their importance in 
the field of veterinary medicine. Item 21 elicited information on 
whether students perceived general English to be more important than 
medical English for the successful completion of their courses.
Item 22 sought information about students' knowledge of vocabulary 
in general and medical English.
The teachers' version of the questionnaire consisted of 17 
items (see Appendix C). This questionnaire sought English language 
teachers' perceptions of students' language needs in veterinary
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medicine. Item 1 elicited information on the English language 
skills which teachers considered most important for the students of 
veterinary medicine. Items 2, 6, 9, 10 asked teachers to state why 
reading skills in English are important for students of veterinary 
medicine, and which reading skills they considered most important. 
Items 3, 11, 12, requested teachers to provide information on the 
writing needs of students. These items sought answers to such 
questions as: For what purpose(s) do your students need to write in 
English? Which of the writing skills are the most essential for 
your students in veterinary medicine? Items 4, 13, 14, elicited 
information on teachers' perceptions of students' needs with respect 
to speaking skills. The items sought answers to such questions as: 
For what purpose(s) do your students need to speak English? Which 
speaking skills are most essential for your students in veterinary 
medicine? Items 5, 7, 8 were designed to elicit information on 
teachers' perceptions of students' needs with respect to listening 
skills. These items rec[uired answers to such questions as: For what 
purpose(s) do your students need to understand English? Do your 
students have difficulty in understanding Specific topics in 
veterinary medicine, and if so, which ones? Items 15, 16 elicited 
information on the teaching strategies of subject professors and 
Icuiguage teachers. They included the questions: Do the materials 
you select for your lesson aim at fostering your students' academic 
English language skills? If no, why? Item 17 required the language 
teachers to give their opinions on the drawbacks of the current 
curriculum in light of the students' needs.
The professors's version of the questionnaire consisted of 16 
items (see Appendix D). The items were the same as those on the
teachers' cpiestionnaire, the only exception being that item 21 was 
excluded.
Procedures
The university administration was contacted in order to get 
permission to carry out the study. The aim of the study was 
explained to the administrators who then gave the researcher 
permission to ask the class teachers for their cooperation in 
allowing the questionnaires to be distributed in their classes.
The questionnaires were then administered on June 2, 1994 at 
different times of the day to each of the five classes. At the 
beginning of the administration of the questionnaire, the researcher 
gave instructions to the students in Turkish in order not to cause 
any misunderstanding. After the students had completed the 
questionnaires, the English language teachers and subject professors 
were asked to complete the questionnaires which were specially 
prepared for them.
Data Analysis
At first the students', English language teachers and subject 
professors' questionnaires were analyzed separately and then the 
responses on each questionnaire were organized and analyzed 
according to each language skill area. Next the items that were 
common to the three questionnaires were analyzed together in order 
to compare the similarities and differences in responses with 
respect to the students, English language teachers and subject 
professors. The responses were reported in percentages, 
frequencies, and means in order to rank certain pieces of 
information and also to make comparisons across the three groups of 
subjects.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS of the DATA 
Introduction
The study aimed at investigating the English language needs of 
the students of veterinary medicine at Selçuk University. In this 
chapter data collected from 67 students of the Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine, 5 English language teachers, and 15 subject professors 
will be analyzed. The questionnaire elicited information on; a) 
the four language skills ranked according to their importance by 
first-year, second-year, third-year, fourth-year, fifth year 
students, subject professors, and English language teachers; b) 
responses of the students concerning the role of English in reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening in the field of veterinary 
medicine; c) subject professors' and English language teachers' 
responses concerning the role of English in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening in veterinary medicine; d) miscellaneous 
issues addressed by students, subject professors and language 
teachers.
As was stated in Chapter 3, the students' version of the 
structured questionnaire consisted of 22 items, the subject 
professors' version consisted of 16 items, and the English language 
teachers' version consisted of 17 items.
The responses to each version of the questionnaire were 
analyzed according to the perceived needs of students in the four 
language skills: reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The 
first part of this chapter analyzes the responses that students, 
English language teachers and subject professors gave to the ranking 
of the four skills according to importance. The second part of the 
chapter analyzes the responses given by students, subject
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professors, and language teachers to the reading section of the 
questionnaires. The third part of the chapter analyzes the 
responses given by students, English language teachers and subject 
professors to the writing section of the questionnaire. The fourth 
and fifth parts focus on responses given by students, English 
language teachers and subject professors on the listening and 
speaking sections of the questionnaire. The sixth part analyzes the 
responses given to miscellaneous issues by students, subject 
professors, and language teachers.
The Four Language Skills
Analysis of the Questionnaires Given to the Students. Subject 
Professors and Language Teachers
This section analyses students', subject professors', and 
language teachers' responses to following question:
Which of the following skills are important in veterinary 
medicine? (Reading, writing, speaking, listening).
RftHpnrmea bv students, subject professors and language teachers 
Item 1 of the structured questionnaire required students, subject 
professors, and language teachers to rank the four language skills 
according to their importance in the field of veterinary medicine 
(1 most important and 4 least important). The results show that all 
groups ranked reading as the most important skill (see Table 1). 
There were very mixed responses with respect to writing, speaking 
and listening.
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Rankincr of the Four Skills.
Table 1
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Prof LT Tot
Skills n=14 n=12 n=8 n=13 n=20 n=15 n=5 N=87
Reading 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Writing 2 2 4 2 3 2 3 3
Speaking 4 4 2 3 4 3 4 4
Listening 3 3 3 4 2 4 2 2
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; Prof = subject professors; LT = language teachers; 
Tot = total.
The main findings in this section can be summarized: Reading 
was identified as the most important of the four language skills in 
the field of veterinary medicine. Students', subject professors', 
and language teachers' views were mixed with respect to the 
importance of the other skills. However, a close look at Table 1 
suggests that listening may be the second most important skill.
Reading
Analysis of the Students' Questionnaire
This section analyzes students responses to following 
questions:
In the field of veterinary medicine, in what language(s) are 
most of your assigned readings published?
For reading purposes, is Turkish more important than English in 
your field?
Are you able to read in English?
a) How frequently do you read in English?
b) How fluently do you read?
In your field, what kind of literature do you read?
Which of the following cause difficulty for you in reading?
How often do you guess the meaning of unknown words from the 
context?
How often do you refer to a dictionary for unknown words? 
Students' responses; The role of English in reading in 
veterinary medicine. Items 2 to 8 elicited information on reading 
skills.
Table 2
Language and Reading Materials.
Languages
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English German Latin Turkish French Japanese Russian Other
f 49 9 9 5 1 1 1 4
% 62.02 11.4 11.4 6.33 1.3 1.3 1.3 5.1
Item 2 requested students to state, which languages most of their 
assigned readings were published in. As can be seen in Table 2, 62%
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of the subjects chose English. Only 6% stated that Turkish is the 
lang\iage in which most materials are published.
Item 3 asked students to state whether Turkish is more 
important than English for reading purposes in veterinary medicine. 
For this item, 79% of the students said yes, and 21% said no. These 
students stated that Turkish is more important than English for them 
because they do not know English very well, and, therefore, cannot 
understand what they read. Because materials written in Turkish 
can be read more easily than those written in English, Turkish is 
considered to be more important.
Some of the reasons that the students cited for considering 
Turkish to be more important are: "let's first learn the subject in 
Turkish as much as possible, and then in English", "Since reading 
from Turkish text is easier, Turkish is more important", "Since I do 
not know English sufficiently, I cannot benefit from the materials 
written in English, that is why Turkish is more important", "Because 
of the inadequate language education, it is difficult to understand 
materials written in English, so Turkish is more important".
In response to Item 4: "Are you able to read in English?", 62% 
of the subjects responded affirmatively. With respect to the 
frequency with which students read English: 45% stated that they 
never read academic materials in English; 27% stated that they 
sometimes read academic materials published in English, and 2% 
stated that they often read academic materials in English. These 
figures indicated that only 29% of the subjects attempt to read 
academic materials in English fairly frequently (often or 
sometimes). It seems accurate to assume that 71% of the subjects do 
not read any academic materials published in English at all.
When subjects were asked to state how fluently they read in 
English, 47% of the subjects stated that they read with little or 
some difficulty whereas 53% stated that they had a lot of difficulty 
in reading English. In other words, more than a half of the 
subjects could not read English easily.
Item 6 asked students to state which specific areas of reading 
create the most difficulty for them. Table 3 shows the ranking of 
the areas of reading from most difficult (1) to least difficult(5).
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Table 3
Ranking of Areas of Difficulty in Reading.
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5
Difficulty n = 14 n = 12 n = 8 n = 13 n = 20
Sentence Structure 3 4 1 5 2
Grammatical Forms 2 5 2 3 1
The meaning of TV 1 1 4 1 3
The meaning of RMVM 4 2 3 2 4
The content of RMG 5 3 5 4 5
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; TV = technical vocabulary; RMVM = reading materials 
in veterinary medicine; RM6 = reading materials in general.
With the exception of C3, all the groups considered the meaning 
of technical vocabulary to be the most difficult of all (C3, 
considered the meaning of reading materials in veterinary medicine 
to be the most difficult area in reading).
Item 7 asked students to state the frequency with which they 
have to guess the meanings of unknown words from the context. Table 
4 shows the frequency with which students (according to their 
academic years) guess the meanings of unknown words.
Table 4
Guessing The Meaning of Unknown Words (Frequency').
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Groups n
Frequency Categories
Always
f m
Often
f m
Sometimes
f m
Never
f (%) Weighting
Cl 14 0 (0) 4 (29) 8 (57) 2 (14) 2.14
C2 12 0 (0) 6 (50) 5 (42) 1 (8) 2.42
C3 8 0 (0) 6 (75) 1 (13) 1 (13) 2.63
C4 13 2 (15) 4 (31) 7 (54) 0 (0) 2.62
C5 20 0 (0) 11 (55) 7 (35) 2 (10) 2.45
Total 67 2 (3) 31 (48) 28 (40) 6 (9) 2.43
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; weighting = frequency X numerical value assigned to 
always (4), often (3), sometimes (2), never (1) divided by n.
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According to the table, students often or sometimes guess the 
meaning of unknown words. The weighting gives the exact limit 
(2.43) which is closer to sometimes.
Item 8 requested students to state the frequency with which 
they have to refer to the dictionary for unknown words. Table 5 
shows the frequency with which students refer to the dictionary.
Table 5
Referring- to the Dictionary (Frecruencv).
Frequency Categories
Always Often Sometimes Never
Groups n f m f (%) f f (%) Weighting
Cl 14 1 (7) 6 (43) 5 (36) 2 (14) 2.43
C2 12 0 (0) 3 (25) 7 (58) 2 (17) 2.1
C3 8 1 (13) 0 (0) 7 (88) 0 (0) 2.25
C4 13 3 (23) 5 (39) 5 (39) 0 (0) 2.85
C5 20 8 (40) 9 (45) 3 (15) 0 (0) 3.25
Total 67 13 (19) 23 (34) 27 (40) 4 (6) 2.58
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; weighting = frequency X numerical value assigned to 
always (4), often (3), sometimes (2), never (1) divided by n.
Table 5 shows that students generally use a dictionary for 
unknown words often or sometimes. According to the weighting, 
responses are closer to often (2.58). Table 5 also shows that as 
students advance in their academic career they have to refer to 
dictionary more frequently (as weighting shows Cl = 2.43, C5 =
3.25).
In the items related to the role of English in reading in 
veterinary medicine, students stated that most of the time they did 
not read materials in English. Also, the general concensus was that 
they read English with difficulty. Students also stated that 
technical vocabulary in the literature created such a problem that 
they had to use the dictionary very frequently. This dependence on 
the dictionary increased as students advanced in their academic 
career (see Table 5).
Analysis of Subject Professors' and Lancruage Teachers' Questionnaire 
This section analyzes subject professors' and language 
teachers' responses to the following questions:
For what purpose(s) do your students need to read in English?
Do you think your students have difficulty in reading in 
English? If yes, what are the difficulties?
Subject professors' and English language teachers' responses:
The role of English in reading in veterinary medicine. Item 2 of 
the subject professors' and English language teachers' questionnaire 
required them to state the purposes for which students need to read 
in English. Table 6 reports their responses. According to the 
table, both subject professors and langxiage teachers agree that 
reading is most needed by students in order to be able to understand
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scholarly journals, reports and papers. The reading of the 
textbooks seemed to be the next in importance, and the reading of 
graphs and charts did not seem to be of any importance.
Table 6
Purposes of Reading in English.
Groups
Prof LT
n = 15 H = 5
Purposes f (%) f m .
To read journals, reports, papers 10 (53) 5 (56)
To read textbooks 8 (42) 4 (44)
To read graphs, charts, tables 0 (0) 0 (0)
Other 1 (5) 0 (0)
Note. Prof = subject professors; LT = language teachers.
Item 6 required svibject professors and English Language 
teachers to identify the reading subskills according to their 
importance for the students of veterinary medicine. Table 7 shows 
the ranking of these subskills (1 = most important, 3 = least 
important). According to Table 7, reading in detail for specific 
information is the most important subskill in reading. This is 
followed by skimming, and scanning for unknown words, respectively.
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Table 7
Rankincr of Reading Subskills (Mean Scores).
Groups
Prof. LT Total
Readincr Subski 11s n = 15 n = 5 N = 20
Reading in detail for specific Info. 1.8 1.2 1.5
Skimming 1.93 2.2 2.1
Scanning for unknown Wds in the Text 2.27 2.6 2.44
Note. LT = language teachers; Wds = words; Info = information.
Items 9 and 10 required the subject professors and language 
teachers to state whether students have difficulty reading English 
and why. For this item 73% of the professors and 100% of the 
language teachers stated yes. The reasons they cited were: "They 
are not proficient enough to read in English", "lack of background", 
"because they did not learn English in high school", "because of 
inadecpiate English language instruction".
Both subject professors and English language teachers 
considered reading the most important skill for students of 
veterinary medicine. They also stated that students need to read 
English in order to be able to read journals, reports, and papers 
in their field. The reading of the textbooks was second in ranking.
In response to the item concerning which reading subskill is the 
most impoirtant in veterinary medicine, both groups agreed that 
reading for specific information was the first.
When the responses of students, subject professors and 
language teachers are compared it can be seen clearly that, again, 
reading is the first in ranking. Responses of students showed that 
they have difficulty in reading and the frequency of reading in 
English was determined to be sometimes (27%) and never (45%). Both 
professors and language teachers agreed that students have 
difficulty in reading mainly because of lack of background or 
because of inadequate English language instruction.
Writing
Analysis of Students' Questionnaire
This section analyzes the students' responses to the following 
questions:
For what purpose(s) do you need to write in English?
How frequently do you have to write in English?
How well do you write in English?
Which of the following is difficult for you in writing in
English?
Students's responses; The role of English in writing in 
veterinary medicine. Items 9 to 12 elicited information on writing 
skills. Item 9 required students to state the purpose for which 
they need to write in English. Table 8 shows the reasons for which 
students of veterinary medicine need to write in English. As can be 
seen in Table 9, 47% of the students stated that writing was needed
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in order to take notes in lectures. 27% stated that writing was 
necessary in order to write papers. Therefore, the majority of the 
students (74%) find writing useful for note-taking and for the 
completion of papers.
Table 8
Purposes of Writing skill.
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total
n = 13 fi = 12 n = 8 B = 6 n = 20 N = 59
Purposes f f f f f f f%)
To write papers 2 4 1 1 6 14 (27)
To take notes 11 4 3 2 4 24 (47)
To prepare lab reports 0 1 0 1 3 5 (10)
To write weekly HWA. 0 0 0 1 1 2 (4)
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; HWA = homework assignments.
Item 10 asked students to state the frequency with which they 
have to write in English. Table 9 shows the responses given by 
the students. According to Table 9, the frequency with which they 
have to write is between sometimes and never. Weighting shows it to 
be closer to never than sometimes. That is to say, students in
veterinary medicine do not need to write much in English, if at all. 
Students take notes and write papers (response to Item 9) in English 
probably because they are unable to translate the technical terms 
into Turkish euid, therefore, it is easier to write in English.
Table 9
Frecmency of Writing in English.
Frequency Categories 
Always Often Sometimes Never
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Groups n f (%) f m f (%) f (%) Weightir
Cl 14 1 (7) 0 (0) 8 (57) 5 (36) 1.79
C2 12 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (33) 8 (67) 1.33
C3 8 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (25) 6 (75) 1.25
C4 12 1 (8) 0 (0) 3 (25) 8 (67) 1.5
C5 20 0 (0) 0 (0) 13 (65) 7 (35) 1.65
Total 66 2 (3) 0 (0) 30 (45) 34 (52) 1.5
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; weighting = frequency X numerical value assigned to 
always (4), often (3), sometimes (2), never (1) divided by n.
Item 11 asked students to state how well they are able to 
write in English. Their perceptions of their writing abilities are
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given in Table 10. According to Table 10, students consider their 
writing abilities to be somewhere between average and poor. When 
the weighting is taken into account (1.93), they are closer to 
average. The table also shows that students' writing abilities in 
English do not improve as they advance in their academic career.
Table 10
Efficiency in Writing.
Groups n
Efficiency
Excl. (%) Well Avg. (%) Pr. Weighting
Cl 14 1 (7) 2 (14) 6 (43) 5 (36) 1.93
C2 12 2 (17) 2 (17) 2 (17) 6 (50) 2
C3 8 0 (0) 2 (25) 2 (25) 4 (50) 1.75
C4 12 1 (8) 0 (0) 10 (83) 1 (8) 2.1
C5 20 1 (5) 3 (15) 9 (45) 7 (35) 1.9
Total 66 5 (7) 9 (14) 29 (43) 23 (36) 1.93
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; Excl = excellently; Avg = average; Pr = poor; 
weighting = Efficiency X numerical value assigned to excellently 
(4), well (3), average (2), poorly (1) divided by n.
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Item 12 requested students to state which specific areas of 
writing create the most difficulty for them. Table 11 shows the 
ranking of the areas of writing from most difficult (1) to least 
difficult (4). As seen in the table, making grammatically correct 
sentences was considered by all groups to be the most difficult. 
This is followed by selecting appropriate vocabulary in a sentence, 
and organizing information in a paragraph, respectively. Only the 
third year students stated that organizing information in a 
paragraph is second in difficulty and selecting appropriate 
vocabulary for a sentence is third.
Table 11
Areas of Difficulty in Writing According to Rank.
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total
Difficulty n=14 n=12 n=8 n=13 n=20 N=67
Making grammatically C.SC. 1 1 1 1 1 1
Selecting Appr. VIS 2 2 3 2 2 2
Organizing info, in a Pr. 3 3 2 3 3 3
Other 4 4 4 4 4 4
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; C.SC. = correct sentence; Appr. VIS = appropriate 
vocabulary in a sentence; info in a Pr.= information in a p^agraph.
Until now students' responses to the role of English in writing 
have been analyzed. According to the responses, students rarely 
have to write in English and when they do, it is for the purpose of 
note-taking and completion of papers. The majority of students 
perceive themselves as having low writing proficiency and think that 
they have neither a good grasp of English grammar nor a wide range 
of the needed vocabulary.
Analysis of Subject Professors' and Encrlish Lancruaae Teachers' 
Questionnaire
This section analyzes subject professors' and language 
teachers' responses to following questions:
For what purpose(s) do yoxir students need to write in English?
Do you think your students have difficulty in writing in
English? If yes, what are the difficulties?
Responses bv subject professors and lanomacre teachers: The 
role of writing in Encrlish. Items 3, 11, 12 elicited information on 
subject professors' and English language teachers' perceptions of 
students' writing needs. Item 3 requested the professors and 
teachers to state students' purpose(s) for writing in English.
Table 12 shows these purpose(s).
As can be seen in Table 12, both groups agreed that students 
need to write in order to write papers and to take notes. Thus, the 
subject professors and the language teachers agree with the students 
(see previous section) that writing in English is needed only for 
note-taking and the completion of papers.
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Purposes of Writing in Encrlish.
Table 12
Groups
Prof LT Total
n = 15 n = 5 N = 20
Purposes f m f i%l f i%l
To take notes 6 (38) 1 (17) 7 (32)
To write papers in their field 9 (56) 5 (83) 14 (64)
To write lab reports 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Others 1 (6) 0 (0) 1 (5)
Note. LT=language teachers; Prof = subject professors.
Items 11 and 12 asked professors and English language teachers 
to state whether their students have difficulty in writing and the 
reasons for such difficulties. For these items, 80% of professors 
and 100% of the language teachers stated that students do have a 
great deal of difficulty in writing in English and attributed these 
difficulties to inadequate practice in writing and inefficient 
instructional methodology to develop good writing skills. When all 
groups— students, professors, and language teachers— are compared, 
it is obvious that there is a consensus that students have low 
writing proficiency and whenever they write in English it is for the 
purpose of note-taking and completion of papers which require 
technical terminology that is difficult to translate into Turkish.
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Speaking
Analysis of the Students' Questionnaire
This section analyzes students' responses to the following 
questions :
How frequently do you have to speak in English?
How well do you have to speak English?
Which of the speaking skills are most essential in veterinary
medicine?
Which of the following skills are most difficult for you?
Responses of the students: The role of English in speaking. 
Items 13 to 16 elicited information on speaking skills. Item 13 
asked students to state the frequencies with which they have to 
speak in English. Table 13 shows the frequencies. When the 
weighting is calculated, sometimes is the dominant (1.55) frequency. 
That is to say, students do not need to speak English frec[uently.
Item 14 asked students to state their fluency in speaking 
English. For this item, 32% of the students stated that they had 
some difficulty in speaking and 58% stated that they had great 
difficulty. Thus, 90% of the students cannot be considered fluent 
in English.
Item 15 asked students to rank certain aspects of speaking 
according to their importance. Table 14 shows the ranking (1 = most 
important, 5 = least important). According to Table 14, with the 
exception of C2, all students considered the presentation of oral 
reports to be the most important aspect of speaking for veterinary 
medicine. C2 considered the participation in class discussions to 
be the most important aspect of speaking.
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Frequency of Speaking Eneriish.
Table 13
Frequency Categories
Always Often Sometimes Never
Groups n f (%) f m f (%) f (%) Weighting
Cl 13 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (46) 7 (54) 1.46
C2 12 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (42) 7 (58) 1.42
C3 8 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (25) 6 (75) 1.25
C4 12 0 (0) 1 (8) 9 (75) 2 (17) 1.92
C5 19 0 (0) 0 (0) 13 (68) 6 (32) 1.68
Total 64 0 (0) 1 (2) 35 (55) 28 (43) 1.55
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; weighting = frequency X numerical value assigned to 
always (4), Often (3), sometimes (2), never (1) divided by n.
When all subjects are taken into account the order of 
importance becomes: presenting oral reports, participating in class 
discussions, asking questions in class, pronouncing words clearly.
Table 14
Rank Order of Aspects of Speaking.
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Skills
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total
n=14 n=12 n=8 n=13 n=20 N=67
Participating in C.Diss 2 1 2 2 2 2
Asking Qs in class 3 2 3 3 3 3
Presenting oral reports 1 3 1 1 1 1
Pronouncing words clearly 4 4 4 4 4 4
Other 5 5 5 5 5 5
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; C. Diss = class discussions, Qs = questions.
Item 16 asked students to state which aspects of speaking 
create the most difficulty for them. Table 15 shows the ranking of 
the aspects of speaking from most difficult (1) to least difficult 
(4). With the exception of C2 and C3, all groups considered that 
among the aspects of speaking the most difficult one is the 
presentation of oral reports. C3 considered participating in class 
discussions to be the most difficult. Overall ranking of difficulty 
is: presentation of oral reports, participating in class 
discussions, asking questions in class, pronouncing words clearly 
and correctly.
Table 15
Rank Order of Areas of Difficulty in Speaking.
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Skills
Groups
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total
n=14 n=12 n=8 n=13 n=20 N=67
Asking Qs in class 4 4 3 3 2 3
Presenting oral reports 1 2 2 1 1 1  
Participating in C.Diss 2 1 1 2 3 2  
Pronouncing words clearly
and correctly 3 3 4 4 4 4
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; C.Diss = class discussions, Qs = questions.
Based on students' responses to the role of English in 
speaking, it seems obvious that students do not need to speak 
English frequently while studying veterinary medicine, and 90% of 
them do not consider themselves to be fluent in English. Students 
also stated that they have most difficulty when presenting oral 
reports and participating in class discussions.
Analysis of Subject Professors' and Language Teachers' Questionnaire 
This section analyzes subject professors' and language 
teachers' responses to following questions:
For what purpose(s) do your students need to speak in English?
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Do you think your students have difficulty in speaking English?
If yes, what are the difficulties?
Subject professors' and language teachers' responses; The role 
of English in speaking. Items 4, 13, 14 elicited information on 
professors' and language teachers' perceptions of students' need to 
speak English. Item 4 requested subject professors and language 
teachers to rank the purposes for which students in veterinary 
medicine need to speak in English. Table 15 shows the responses (1 
= most important, 5 = least important). According to Table 16, 
students need to speak in English in order to present oral reports 
in class and both groups agreed that this is followed by 
participating in class discussions. These responses concur with 
those of students' that English is mainly needed to present oral 
reports and to participate in class discussions.
Items 13 and 14 requested subject professors and language 
teachers to state whether their students have difficulty in speaking 
and if so, what the reasons are. For this item 93% of professors 
and 100% of language teachers said that students have a great deal 
of difficulty in expressing themselves orally. The reasons they 
gave were that students are not given the opportunity in their 
English classes to speak and the instructional methods used to 
develop speaking proficiency are inadequate. They also stated that 
not enough time is devoted to the development of speaking 
proficiency.
Table 16
Rank Order of Purposes.
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Speakincr Skills
Prof
n=15
Groups
LT
n=5
Total
N=20
Participating in class discussions 2 
Asking questions in class 3 
Presenting oral reports 1 
Pronouncing words clearly 4 
Others 5
2
3 
1
4
5
2
3 
1
4
5
Note. LT = language teachers; Prof = subject professors.
Listening
Analysis of Students’ Questionnaire
This section analyzes students' responses to the following 
questions:
How frec[uently do you have to attend conferences, listen to 
lectures in English?
How well do you understand English?
Which listening abilities are most important in veterinary 
medicine?
Which of the following are most difficult to understand? 
(English used in formal lectures, technical words used by 
lecturers, the complex sentences used by lecturers)
Students' responses: The role of English in comprehension 
Items 17 to 20 elicited information on listening skills of students 
in veterinary medicine. Item 17 asked students to state the 
frequency with which they have to attend conferences and listen to 
lectures in English. Table 17 shows the results.
Table 17
Frequency of Listening in English
Frequency Categories
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Always Often Sometimes Never
Groups n f m. f (%) f m f (%) Weightii
Cl 13 2 (15) 0 (0) 5 (38) 6 (46) 1.85
C2 12 1 (8) 0 (0) 3 (25) 8 (67) 1.5
C3 8 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (13) 7 (88) 1.13
C4 12 0 (0) 1 (8) 1 (8) 10 (83) 1.13
C5 20 0 (0) 0 (0) 11 (55) 9 (45) 1.45
Total 65 3 (5) 1 (2) 21 (32) 40 (62) 1.41
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = third year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; weighting = frequency X numerical value assigned to 
always (4), often (3), sometimes (2), never (1) divided by n.
According to Table 17, listening is required sometimes (32%) or 
never (62%). Weighting shows that the frequency is closer to never 
(1.41).
Item 18 asked students to state their ability to understand 
English. According to the responses, students understand English 
with some (50%) or with great difficulty (39%). In other words, 
students have difficulty in understanding English.
Item 19 requested students to rank the given listening 
abilities according to importance. All students stated that among 
listening abilities, understanding lectures is the most important. 
This is followed by vuiderstanding discussions on topics in 
veterinary medicine and then understanding spoken instructions from 
lecturers.
Item 20 asked students to state which aspects of listening 
create the most difficulty for them. Table 18 shows the ranking of 
the aspects of listening skills from most difficult (1) to least 
difficult (4).
With the exception of C5, all groups considered understanding 
complex sentences used by lecturers to be the most difficult. C5 
considered English used in formal lessons to be the most difficult 
of all. When all groups are considered together, the order of 
difficulty is: the complex sentences used by lecturers, technical 
words used by lecturers, and English used in formal lessons.
In response to the role frequency with which they have to 
listen in English, 62% of the students stated sometimes and 5% 
stated always. That is to say, students do not have to listen to 
lectures given in English frequently.
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Areas of Difficulty in Understandinor.
Table 18
Groups
Difficulties
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 Total 
n = 1 4 n = 1 2 n = 8 n = 1 3  n = 2 0 N = 6 7
English used in FLs 3 3 3 2 1 3
Technical words used by Ls 2 2 2 3 3 2
The complex Ss used by Ls 1 1 1 1 2 1
Other 4 4 4 4 4 4
Note. Cl = first year students; C2 = second year students;
C3 = first year students; C4 = fourth year students; C5 = fifth 
year students; FLs = formal lectures; Ls = lecturers; Ss =sentences.
Analysis of Subject Professors' and Language Teachers' Questionnaire 
This section analyzes subject professors' and language 
teachers' responses to following questions:
For what purpose(s) do your students need to understand 
English?
Do you think your students have difficulty in understanding 
specific topics in veterinary medicine? If yes, what are the 
difficulties?
Subject professors' and lancmaqe teachers' responses: The 
rRole of English in listening· comprehension. Items 5, 7, 8 elicited 
information on subject professors' and language teachers' perception 
of listening abilities of students in veterinary medicine. Item 5 
requested subject professors and language teachers to state the 
purpose(s) for which listening abilities are necessary for their 
students. According to the responses, both subject professors and 
language teachers considered understanding discussions on topics in 
veterinary medicine to be the most important purpose. This ability 
is followed by understanding lectures following spoken instructions 
from the lecturers.
Item 7 and 8 asked professors and language teachers to state 
whether their students have difficulty in understanding English and 
the reasons for their difficulty. For this item, 100% of both 
professors and language teachers said yes. The reasons are given in 
Table 19. According to Table 19, the reasons for their difficulty 
in understanding are luifamiliarity with the subject and English 
structures as well as the speed of speaking. Thus, professors and 
language teachers consider students' ability to understand 
discussions on topics in veterinary medicine to be the area of 
greatest need in listening comprehension. According to both 
groups, students' difficulties in listening comprehension stem from 
unfamiliarity of the subject, difficulty of structures used, and 
speed of speech.
When students', subject professors' language teachers' 
responses are taken together, there seems to be a lack of concensus 
as to which aspects of listening comprehension are most important.
For students, understanding lectures given in English is considered
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to be the most important, but for subject professors and language 
teachers, understanding discussions on topics in veterinary medicine 
is the most important.
Table 19
Reasons of Difficulty in Understandincr.
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Groups
Prof LT Total
n==15 =5 N==20
Reasons f (%) f f
When the subject is unfamiliar to them 4 (40) 5 (71) 9 (53)
When I speak too fast 2 (20) 1 (14) 3 (18)
When the Str used in the lesson is
too difficult 4 (40) 1 (14) 5 (29)
Note. Prof = subject professors; LT = language teachers; Str = 
structure.
Niscellaneous Issues
Analysis of the Questionnaires Given to the Students. Subject 
Professors, and Lanouacre Teachers
This section analyzes students', subject professors', and 
language teachers' responses to following questions:
What is most important for success in your classes? (Answered 
by students only).
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Is your vocabulary enough to understand lectures in English?
(Answered by students only).
Do the materials you select for your lesson aim at fostering
your students' academic English language skills? If no, why?
(Answered by subject professors and language teachers only).
What major change(s) would you make in the current curriculum?
(Answered by the English language teachers only).
Students' responses; The role of general and medical English. 
Item 21 of the students' questionnaire asked them to determine 
whether medical English is more important than general English for 
success in their academic career. For this item, 83 % of the 
students said yes. Item 22 elicited information on the amount of 
general and medical English the students had. Out of 61 students, 
64% stated that they did not have enough general English 
vocabulary, and 72 % stated that they did not have enough medical 
English vocabulary to understand lectures in English and read 
scholarly materials published in English.
Subject professors' and language teachers' teaching· strategies. 
Item 15 requested both subject professors and language teachers to 
state whether the materials they select aim at fostering the 
students' academic English language skills, and if not, why not. To 
this question, 100% of both groups said yes.
Suggestions of the English language teachers for the existing 
curriculum. Item 17 of the language teachers' questionnaire 
requested language teachers to state the changes they would like to 
make in the existing curriculum. The responses were: "I would like 
to base the language lessons more on reading", "Curriculum should 
include more reading passages on veterinary medicine", "I would like
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to make content more specific for the field of veterinary 
medicine", "Include more topics on veterinary medicine".
CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
Introduction
As stated in Chapter 1, the aim of this study was to determine 
the needs of the students in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at 
Selçuk University. In the previous chapter data collected from 67 
students, 15 subject professors, and 5 language teachers were 
analyzed. In this chapter the assessment of the study and 
pedagogical implications were dealt with.
Assessment of the Study 
The Four Lancruacre Skills
Data collected from students, subject professors, and language 
teachers showed that reading is the most important skill for 
students in the field of veterinary medicine. There was a great 
deal of mixed responses as to which of the other three skills is the 
second most important in ranking. A very close examination of the 
data revealed that listening is the second most importand skill for 
students of veterinary medicine.
Reading Skills
Concerning the reading skill students (62%) stated that most 
of their assigned reading materials are published in English. In 
response to the question: "For reading purposes, is Turkish more 
important than English in your field?", 79% of the students stated 
that Turkish is more important, because of their lack of reading 
ability in English. Students stated that the main purpose for 
reading is to be able to understand basic texts (51%), and 
professional journals (42%) in English. As for the difficulties 
encountered in specific areas of reading, students, subject 
professors, and language teachers said that the understanding of
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technical vocabulary in veterinary medicine is the most difficult 
area of reading.
Writing
Out of 67 students, (45%) stated that they sometimes need to 
write in English, and (51%) said that they never need to write in 
English. 43% of the students stated that they are average writers 
in English whereas 36% stated that they are unskilled writers. 
Subject professors and language teachers stated that students need 
to write in English in order to write assignments which require 
technical vocabulary.
Speaking
According to the data, students do not need to speak English 
frequently and reported that they have great difficulty in speaking. 
Presenting oral reports in class was thought to be the most 
important speaking opportunity. Both subject professors and 
language teachers supported this. However, because speaking is the 
least important of the four skills, much attention has not been 
given to its development in the curriculum.
Listening
Although listening seemed to be the second important skill in 
veterinary medicine, students stated that they rarely need to call 
on their listening comprehension skills. Responses by students, 
subject professors and lang\iage teachers indicated that listening 
abilities are mostly needed to understand lectures and to engage in 
discussions on topics in veterinary medicine. It was found that 
among the areas of listening, the ability to understand complex 
sentences used by lecturers is the most difficult.
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Pedagogical Implications and Conclusions 
Based on the results of needs analysis, reading and listening 
are the two most important skills that students of veterinary 
medicine must develop. The researcher, therefore suggests that the 
existing curriculum should: (a) develop an awareness of reading 
strategies necessary for good reading comprehension; (b) expand 
technical vocabulary and develop technicpies for continued increase 
of this kind of vocabulary; (c) develop awareness of linguistic and 
discourse structures found in veterinary medicine texts and 
journals; (d) increase reading speed and fluency; (e) provide 
individual feedback on progress in improving reading skills; and (f) 
provide practice in extensive reading.
In order to meet these goals in an ESP course for veterinary 
medicine students, the language teachers must use course objectives 
to help them plan and organize their teaching. The teachers should 
be able to formulate what each reading lesson intends to accomplish 
and how its goals are to be achieved.
The researcher proposes workshops which involves the English 
language teachers in order to give them a comprehensive theory of 
the nature of reading in a foreign language. The role of workshops 
is to make sure that teachers do not rely on a "common sense" 
approach or a search for "lively and interesting" techniques simply 
to fill the class time. Rather, teachers should be able to draw on 
their tanderstanding of the nature of the foreign-language reading 
process, on their understanding of foreign-language reading 
strategies, on the role of background knowledge in reading, and use 
this information to help them select and plan learning experiences.
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For the development of listening skills, the researcher also 
recommends workshops to provide English language teachers with an 
understanding of the processes involved in listening and, thus, the 
instructional materials that are compatible with such processes.
The curriculum should focus on bottom-up as well as top-down 
processes (Richards, 1990). Bottom-up processes include: (a) 
scanning the input to find familiar lexical items; (b) segmenting 
speech into constituents; (c) using phonological cues to identify 
the crucial information in an utterance; (d) using grammatical cues 
to organize the input into constituents (Richards).
Top-down processing includes: (a) inferring cause-and-effect 
relationships; (b) auiticipating outcomes; (c) inferring the topic of 
a discourse; (d) inferring sequence between events; and (e) 
inferring missing details (Richards, 1990). There are several texts 
used to teach listening comprehension that provide exercises and 
activities which reflect the different processes and purposes 
involved in listening (Richards & Rodgers, 1986). These texts 
should be made available to English language teachers who give ESP 
courses to students of veterinary medicine.
Finally, language teachers should always be reminded (through 
workshops) that an effective curriculum in ESP courses is always 
based on theoretically sound pedagogical principles, is compatible 
with learners' needs, and provides opportunities for real language 
use.
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APPENDIX A
Structured Questionnaire for Students 
By way of introduction, my name is Gencer ELKILIC and I am a 
student in the Master's of Arts in the Teaching of English as a 
Foreign Language Program at Bilkent University in Ankara. I am 
doing a research on the language needs of the students at the 
faculties of veterinary medicine, therefore, I am asking you to 
provide me with the following information. This information will 
help me in determining the needs of our students.
Let me assure you that any information given to me is 
confidential. None of it will be released in any way that will 
permit the identification of individuals who participate.
Cooperation is, of course, voluntary. However, I hope you will 
seriously consider taking part in this study.
If you have any questions, please call the M.A. TEFL Program at 
Bilkent University in Ankara, (312) 266-4040 ext.1561.
PART A
1. Year at University :
( ) 1st ( ) 2nd ( ) 3rd ( ) 4th ( ) 5th 
PART B
1. Which of the following skills are important in veterinary 
medicine? ( put them in order of importance from (1) most
important to (4) least important.)
( ) reading ( ) writing ( ) speaking ( ) listening
2. In the field of veterinary medicine in what language(s) are 
most of your assigned readings published?
( ) English ( ) French ( ) German ( ) Other, please specify.
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3. For reading purposes, is Turkish more important than English 
in your field?
yes ( ) no ( )
Why?................
4. Are you ahle to read in English? 
yes ( ) no ( )
a) How frequently do you read in English?
often ( ) sometimes ( ) rarely ( ) never ( )
b) How fluently do you read? 
fluently ( ) with little difficulty ( )
with some difficulty ( ) with great difficulty ( )
5. In your field, what kind of literature do you read?
basic texts ( ) professional journals ( ) 
theses/dissertations ( ) other,please specify ( )....
6. Which of the following cause difficulty for you in reading? 
Put them in order from (1) most difficult, to (6) least 
difficult.
( ) sentence structure
( ) grammatical forms
( ) the meaning of technical vocabulary
( ) the conent of reading materials in veterinary medicine
( ) the content of reading materials in general
( ) other, please specify.
7. How often do you guess the meaning of unknown words from the 
context?
( ) always ( ) often ( ) sometimes ( ) never
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8. How often do you refer to a dictionary for unknown words?
( ) always ( ) often ( ) sometimes ( ) never
9. For what purpose(s) do you need to write in English?
( ) term papers
( ) taking notes in lectures 
( ) preparing lab reports 
( ) weekly homework assignments
10. How frequently do you have to write in English?
( ) always ( ) often ( )sometimes ( ) never
11. How well do you write in English?
( ) poorly ( ) average ( ) well ( ) excellently
12. Which of the following is difficult for you in writing 
English? ( Put them in order from (1) most difficult to 
(4) least difficult ).
( ) making grammatically correct sentences 
( ) selecting appropriate vocabulary items 
( ) organizing information in a paragraph 
( ) other, please specify.
13. How frequently do you have to speak in English?
( ) always ( ) sometimes ( ) often ( ) never
14. How well do you speak English?
( ) fluently ( ) with little difficulty 
( ) with some difficulty ( ) with great difficulty
15. Which of the speaking skills are most essential in veterinary 
medicine? ( Put them in orderfrom (1) most essential to (5) 
least essential).
( ) participating in class discussions
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( ) asking questions in class 
( ) presenting oral reports 
( ) pronouncing words clearly 
( ) other, specify.
16. Which of the speaking skills are most difficult for you?
( Put them in order from (1) most difficult to (5) least 
difficult).
( ) asking questions in class 
( ) presenting oral reports in class 
( ) participating in class discussions 
( ) pronouncing words clearly and correctly.
17. How frequently do you have to attend conferences, listen to 
lectures in English?
( ) always ( ) often ( ) sometimes ( ) never
18. How well do you understand English?
( ) easily ( ) with little difficulty 
( ) with some difficulty ( ) with great difficulty
19. Which listening abilities are most important in veterinary 
medicine? ( Put them in orderfrom (1) most important to (4) 
least important ).
( ) understcuiding and taking adequate notes during the lectures 
( ) understanding discussions on topics in veterinary medicine 
( ) following spoken instructions from lecturers 
( ) other, specify.
20. Which of the following are most difficult to understand?
( Put them in order from (1) most difficult to (4) least 
difficult).
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( ) English used in formal lectures 
( ) technical words used by lecturers 
( ) the complex sentences used by lecturers 
( ) other, specify.
21.Which is more important for success in your classes? 
( ) a knowledge of general English 
( ) a knowledge of medical English
22.1s your vocabulary enough to understand? 
a: general English ( ) yes ( ) no
b: medical English ( ) yes ( ) no
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APPENDIX B
öğrenciler Icin Anket
M ud Gencer ELKILIC· Ankara Bilkent Univeristesi'nde Yabancı 
Dil Olarak İngilizce öğretimi alanında Hastır öğrencisiyim. 
Veteriner fakültelerindeki öğrencilerin dil ihtiyaçları konusunda 
araştırma ya^mıaktayım. Bu nedenle sizden aşağıdaki bilgileri 
titizlikle doldurmanızı istiyorum. Bu bilgiler öğrencilerimizin 
ihtiyaçlarını belirlemede bana yardımcı olacaktır.
Bana verilen tUm bilgilerin gizli tutulacağından sizi temin 
ederim. Tabiki ankete katılmak isteğinize bağlıdır. Bununla 
beraber, umarım bu çalışmaya ciddiyetle katılmayı kabul edersiniz.
Herhangibir sorunuz olursa lütfen Ankara'da Bilkent 
Üniversitesi HA TEFL Programı (312) 2664040/1561 nolu telefonla beni 
arayınız.
BOLÜH A
1. Üniversitedeki yılınız:
( ) birinci ( ) ikinci ( ) üçUncü ( )dördüncü ( ) besinci 
BOLUH B
1. Veteriner Hdcimlikte aşağıdaki becerilerden hangileri önemlidir? 
(önen bakımından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en önemli, 4= en az önemli)
( ) okuma ( ) yazma ( )konuşma ( ) dinleme
2. Veteriner Hekimlikte en çok okuduğunuz kaynaklar hangi dil; veya 
dillerde yayınlanmaktadır?
( ) İngilizce ( )Fransızca ( ) Almanca ( ) diğer (belirtiniz).
3. Okuma bakımından TUrkçe İngilizce'den daha önemli midir? 
( ) evet ( ) hayır
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Neden ?
4. İngilizce okuyabiliyor musun? 
evet ( ) hayır ( )
a) Ne kadar sıklıkla İngilizce kitap okursun?
Cogu Zcunan ( ) arasıra ( ) pek nadir ( ) hiçbir zaman ( )
b) Nasıl okursun?
akıcı bir şekilde ( ) pek az gUcIUkle ( ) 
biraz gllclUkle ( ) cok gUcIUkle
5. Alanınla ilgili olarak ne cesit literatür okursun? 
temel kitaplar ( ) mesleki jomallar ( )
tezler ( ) diğer ( lütfen belirtiniz) ( )
6. Okurken aşağıdakilerden hangileri size zorluk çıkarır? (zorluk 
bakımından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en zor 6= en az zor).
( ) cümle yapısı
( ) dilbilgisi yapısı
( ) teknik kelimelerin anlamı
( ) Veteriner hekimlikteki okuma materyallerinin içeriği 
( ) genel okuma materyallerinin içeriği 
( ) diğer,(lütfen belirtiniz).
7. Anlamını bilmediçlaiz kelimelerin anlamını nekadar sıklıkla 
parçadan tahmin edrsiniz?
( )her zaman ( )cogu zaman ( )arasıra ( ) hiçbir zaman
8. Bilmediğiniz kelimelerin anlamını ögremek için nekadar sıklıkla 
sözlüğe başvurursunuz?
( )her zaman ( )cogu zaman ( )arasıra ( ) hiçbir zaman
9. İngilizce yazmaya ne amada (veya amaçlarla) ihtiyacınız vardır? 
( ) dönem ödevi için
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( ) derslerde not almak için 
( ) laboratuvar raporları hazırlamak için 
( ) haftalık ev ödevleri için
10. Ne kadar sıklıkla İngilizce hirseyler yazmak zorudasın?
( ) her zaman ( ) cogu zaman ( ) arasıra ( ) hiçbir zaman
11. İngilizce yazımınız nasıldır?
( )zayı£ ( )orta ( )iyi ( ) pek iyi
12. İngilizce yazarken aşağıdakilerden hangisi en zordur? (zorluk 
bakımından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en zor , 4= en az zor).
( ) dilbilgisi bakımından doğru cümlelerin yapımı 
( ) uygun kelimelerin secimi 
( ) bir paragrafta bilginin düzeni 
( ) diğer, lütfen belirtiniz.
13. Ne kadar sıklıkla İngilizce konuşmak zorundasınız?
( )her zaman ( )arasıra ( ) cogu zaman ( ) hiçbir zaman
14. Ne kadar akıcı İngilizce konuşursun?
( ) akıcı bir şekilde ( ) pek az bir zorlukla
( ) az zorlukla ( ) pek cok zorlukla
15. Veteriner Hekimlikte aşağıdaki konuşma becerilerinden hangisi en 
escislıdır?( en esaslıdan enaz esaslıya doÇru sıraya koyunuz l=en 
esaslı, 5= en az esaslı).
( ) sınıf ici tartıimalara katılmak 
( ) sınıfta soru sormak 
( ) sözlü raporları sunmak 
( ) kelimeleri açıkça telгd!uz etmek 
( ) diçer, lütfen belirtiniz.
16. Aşağıdaki konuşma becerilerinden senin için bangisien zordur?
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(Zorluk bakmından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en тюг, 5=en az zor).
( ) sınıfta soru sormak 
( ) sınıfta sözlü raporları sunmak 
( ) sınıf içi tartışmalara katılmak 
( ) kelimeleri acık ve doğruca telafuz etmek.
17. Ne kadar sıklıkla konfaranslara katılmak, İngilizce ders 
dinlemek zorundasın?
( ) her zaman ( ) arasıra ( ) cogu zaman ( ) hiçbir zaman
18. İngilizceyi nasıl anlarsın?
( ) kolaylıkla ( ) pek az 2юг1ик1а 
( ) biraz zorlukla ( ) pek cok zorlukla
19. Veteriner hekimlikte aşağıdakilerden hangi dinleme yetenekleri 
en önemlidir? (Önem bakımından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en önemli, 4= 
en az önemli).
( ) dersi anlama ve ders anında yeterli not alma 
( ) veteriner hekimlikle ilgili konulardaki tartışmaları anlama 
( ) öğretmenlerin sözlü direktiflerini t5ikip etme 
( ) diğer, lütfen belirtiniz.
20. Aşağıdaki lerden hangisi anlaşılması en zor olanıdır? ( zorluk 
bakımından sıraya koyunuz, 1= en zor, 4= en az zor).
( ) formal derslerde kullanılan İngilizce 
( ) öğretmenlerin kullcmdıgı teknik kelimeler 
( ) öğretmenlerin kullandığı kompleks cümleler 
( ) diğer, lütfen belirtiniz.
21. Sınıfınızı başarmanız için hangisi daha önemlidir?
( ) genel İngilizce bilgisi
( ) tıbbi İngilizce bilgisi
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22.Anlaşılacak kadar kelime bilginiz var mı? 
a: genel İngilizce ( ) evet ( ) hayır
b: tıbbi İngilizce ( ) evet ( ) hayır
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APPENDIX C
Structured Questionnaire for Kncrlish Langxiage Teachers 
Teaching experience in years:
1. Which English language skills do you think are most essential 
for your students? ( Put them in order of importance, fitxn (1) 
most important to (4) least important).
( ) reading ( ) speaking
( ) writing ( ) listening
2. For what purpose(s) do your students need to read in English?
( ) to recul journals, reports, papers
( ) to read textbooks 
( ) to read graphs, charts, tables 
( ) other, please specify
3. For what purpose(s) do your students need to write in English?
( ) to take notes
( ) to write papers in their own fields 
( ) to write lab reports 
( ) others, please specify
4. For what purposes do your students need to speak in English?
( ) to participate in class discussions
( ) to ask questions in class 
( ) to present oral reports 
( ) to pronounce words clearly 
( ) other, please specify.
5. For what purpose(s) do your students need to Understand English?
( ) to understand and take adequate notes during the lectures 
( ) to understand discussions on topics in veterinary medicine 
( ) to follow spoken instructions from lecturers
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( ) other, please specify.
6. Which of the reading skills are most essential for your 
students in veterinary medicine? (Put them in order from (1) 
most essential to (3) least essential).
( ) scanning for unknown words in the text 
( ) skimming
( ) reading in detail for specific information
7. Do you think your students have difficulty in understanding 
specific topics in veterinary medicine?
( ) yes ( ) no
8. If your answer is yes, in which situation?
( ) when I speak too fast
( ) when the subject is unfamiliar to them 
( ) when the structure used in the lesson is too difficult 
( ) other, please specify
9. Do you think your students have difficulty in reading in 
English?
( ) yes ( ) no
10.If yes, what are the difficulties?
11.Do you think your students have difficulty in writing in 
English?
( ) yes ( ) no
12.If yes, what are the difficulties?
13.Do you think your students have difficulty in speaking English? 
( ) yes ( ) no
14.If yes, what are the difficulties?
15.Do the materials you select for your lesson aim at fostering 
your students' academic English language skills?
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( ) yes ( ) no 
16.If no, why?
17.What major change(s) would you make in the current currculiim?
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APPENDIX D
Structured Ques'hionnatre for Subject Professors 
Teaching experience in years:
1. Which English language skills do you think are most essential 
for your students? ( Put them in order of importance, from (1) 
most important to (4) least important).
( ) reading ( ) speaking ( ) writing ( ) listening
2. For what purpose(s) do your students need to read in English?
( ) to read journals, reports, papers
( ) to read textbooks 
( ) to read graphs, charts, tables 
( ) other, please specify
3. For what purpose(s) do your students need to write in English?
( ) to take notes
( ) to write papers in their own fields 
( ) to write lab reports 
( ) others, please specify
4. For what purposes do your students need to speak in English?
( ) to participate in class discussions
( ) to ask questions in class 
( ) to present oral reports 
( ) to pronounce words clearly 
( ) other, please specify.
5. For what puipose(s) do your students need to Understand English?
( ) to understand and take adequate notes during the lectures 
( ) to understand discussions on topics in veterinary medicine 
( ) to follow spoken instructions from lecturers 
( ) other, please specify.
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6. flhich of the reading skills are most essential for your 
students in veterinary medicine? (Put them in order fr<Mi (1) 
most essential to (3) least essential).
( ) scanning for unknown words in the text ( ) skimming 
( ) reciding in detail for specific information
7. Do you think your students have difficulty in understanding 
specific topics in veterinary medicine?
( ) yes ( ) no
8. If your answer is yes, in which situation?
( ) when I speak too fast
( ) when the subject is unfcuniliar to them 
( ) when the structure used in the lesson is too difficult 
( ) other, please specify
9. Do you think your students have difficulty in reading in 
English?
( ) yes ( ) no
10.If yes, what are the difficulties?
11.Do you think your students have difficulty in writing in 
English?
( ) yes ( ) no
12.If yes, what are the difficulties?
13.Do you think your students have difficulty in speaking English? 
( ) yes ( ) no
14.If yes, what гиге the difficulties?
15.Do the materials you select for your lesson aim at fostering 
your students' academic English language skills?
( ) yes ( ) no 
16.If no, why?
